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"Brat, you've got some guts! Let's see what happens in the future!" The Southern Boss scoffed and said.

He had to be patient with this!

This time, he came to Cynthion Group's sales drive both to deal with Leon and to see if Leon had any abilities. He did not know

how Leon constantly foiled his plans to take over Cynthion Group!

So, he held back his anger as he brought his men away.

Devon was the same. He knew that he would not be able to do anything against the Thompsons and the Hughes. After that, he

led Joel and the others and followed the Southern Boss away.

As for Leon, Arthur, and the others, since the sales drive was more important and their enemies decided to retreat, they had no

reason to continue the matter!

So, the trouble was settled!

Of course, thanks to the Southern Boss and Devon's scene, everyone there already knew that Leon was the chairman of

Cynthion Group!

At the same time, they also realized that Leon could cause the Southern Boss and Devon to retreat. He was not someone to be

messed around with!

Suddenly, it did not only bolster Leon's reputation but even caused Cynthion Group's name to grow even more!

From that moment on, no one dared to underestimate Leon and Cynthion Group!

On the other hand, after the Thompsons and the Hughes arrive, a few of the other major families arrived as well!

In just a moment, most of the major forces in the southern region were gathered there!

Even though Cynthion Group's Energy Nurturing Pills were useless for any martial artists at the Almighty State, it was still

something amazing forthose at the Emperor State and below!

Most of the forces of the major families were at the Emperor's State or below. It would lay the foundation for the family's future!

On top of that, the Premium Energy Nurturing Pills were quite rare. They were normally something that was always in demand!

To not fall behind, many of the major families deliberately hurried over to buy the Premium Energy Nurturing Pills!

The number of people immediately caused the sales drive's atmosphere to reach its peak!

"Leon, it's time. We can start the sales drive now!”

Seeing as it was almost time, Cynthion reminded Leon.

"Yes, alright!"

Leon nodded. After that, he walked up the luxurious stage in

the middle under everyone's gazes.

"The main event is about to start!"

As Leon walked on the stage, most of the people there already knew that he was Cynthion Group's chairman. All of them started

to focus on him!

At that moment, even the elegantly dressed Cynthia seemed to look a bit less interesting.

"Thank you for participating in our sales drive. Let me introduce myself. I'm Cynthion Group's chairman, Leon Wolf!"

Leon gave a few opening words.

Even though most of the people there already knew who he was, he still made some introductions. His clear voice was full of

confidence, and it immediately spread to everyone there.

After that, he clapped his hands. With that, Cynthia instructed the ladies to bring out the Energy Nurturing Pills, Pure Energy

Pills, and such, displaying them in front of everyone.
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